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Tweet
This slideshow sets the stage for tomorrow's #aiachat,
http://t.co/5kqHUg5F | http://t.co/fVYrX4hQ
RT @aianational: This slideshow sets the stage for tomorrow's #
aiachat, http://t.co/TZdhm5FC | http://t.co/QQVfRQZU
Hey @aianational @robertivy -- we're pumped for tomorrow's #
aiachat .
RT @CannonDesign: Hey @aianational @robertivy -- we're pumped
for tomorrow's #aiachat .
RT @AIANational: This slideshow sets the stage for tomorrow's #
aiachat, http://t.co/5kqHUg5F | http://t.co/fVYrX4hQ
Thanks @Sybil_B! Looking forward to the opportunity to moderate for
#aiachat...and ready for some great dialogue!!!
RT @CannonDesign Hey @aianational @robertivy -- we're pumped
for tomorrow's #aiachat. | Yesss, we are too!
Looking forward to moderating #aiachat tomorrow! Join
@AIANational & @robertivy to chat about design & bldg security.
http://t.co/MkcMUyvg
Not sure how to join in on the chatter tomorrow for #aiachat? Here's
what you need to know: http://t.co/SfN3F10q (I'll be using TweetChat!)
RT @Sybil_B: Getting ready for tomorrow's #aiachat. This will be the
first chat I miss. But @arwilson87 will be at the helm. Good luck,
Ashley!
This slideshow sets the stage for tomorrow's #aiachat | How
September 11 Changed Architecture - BusinessWeek
http://t.co/XO1gj8fX
This is it! Today's the day for #aiachat, http://t.co/fVYrX4hQ
@robertivy is joining us; won't you join us too?
We're switching it up a bit. Moderating today's #aiachat will be
@arwilson87 on our Emerging Professionals team. Have you met her
yet?
RT @AIANational: This is it! Today's the day for #aiachat,
http://t.co/x2EsatF3 @robertivy is joining us; won't you join us too?
@AIANational @arwilson87 should be an interesting #aiachat, I was
in my first week of architecture school Sept 11, 2001
I've got some big shoes to fill today! Hoping to live up to the awesome
work @Sybil_B does for @AIANational! #aiachat
RT @aianational: This is it! Today's the day for #aiachat,
http://t.co/WLuxEC8K @robertivy is joining us; won't you join us too?
RT @AIANational: This is it! Today's the day for #aiachat,
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http://t.co/ZauwtLWy @robertivy is joining us; won't you join us too?
AIANational
Just 90 minutes until we kick off this month's chat! Are you ready? #
aiachat
aiadallas
RT @AIANational: This is it! Today's the day for #aiachat,
http://t.co/EUEPnZIB @robertivy is joining us; won't you join us too?
shamit
RT @AIANational: Just 90 minutes until we kick off this month's chat!
Are you ready? #aiachat
PraestoAE
RT @AIANational: Just 90 minutes until we kick off this month's chat!
Are you ready? #aiachat
valeriemichelle
RT @AIANational: Just 90 minutes until we kick off this month's chat!
Are you ready? #aiachat
CannonDesign
T minus 30 minutes until #aiachat AIA_NAC
RT @AIANational: This is it! Today's the day for #aiachat,
http://t.co/fVYrX4hQ @robertivy is joining us; won't you join us too?
perspectivearch
Hmm, to lurk or to engage in this month's #aiachat ? We will see how
the conversation flows.
Parthenon1
RT @AIANational: This is it! Today's the day for #aiachat,
http://t.co/fVYrX4hQ @robertivy is joining us; won't you join us too?
AIANational
We’ll be ready to rock ‘n roll with @robertivy on building security in
about 10 mins. http://t.co/fVYrX4hQ RT if you’re joining us. #aiachat
RitaSaikali
See you in a few RT @AIAnational: We’ll be ready to rock ‘n roll w
@robertivy on building security in 10 mins. http://t.co/CyF4Xvl5 #
aiachat
STUDIO39
RT @AIANational: Ready to rock ‘n roll with @robertivy on building
security in about 10 mins. http://t.co/b05gz041 #aiachat
Storify
@aianationa and those chatting about architecture on #aiachat,
here's a great way to summarize your talk - http://t.co/j2IeTa4z
mike_kohn
RT @AIANational: We’ll be ready to rock ‘n roll with @robertivy on
building security in about 10 mins. http://t.co/x2EsatF3 #aiachat
AndrewMikhael
hi all, hi @ritasaikali #aiachat
AIANational
It’s time for #aiachat, our Twitter gathering. Who’s chatting w/ us
today? Introduce yourself. Tell us who you are, what you do. #
aiachat
RitaSaikali
hi @AndrewMikhael great forum to reunite. #aiachat
mike_kohn
Hey everyone! I'm Mike Kohn, HR guy at SmithGroup in DC. Great to
see all the tweeps here! #aiachat
CannonDesign
Chris with Cannon Design is here #aiachat - Let's do this...
NextMoon
Hi, I'm Marjanne Pearson, business strategist for design firms, based
in San Francisco. #aiachat
chriszyu
Hi everyone, this is Chris Yu, a graduate Architecture student at Pratt
Institute in Brooklyn. #aiachat
NeilSilva
Ready for #aiachat I am an aspiring young architect with TRO
Jung|Brannen based in Boston
RitaSaikali
Hi all. Rita here, designer at HMC Architects, avid @ArchforHumanity
advocate. cc @HMCArchitects #aiachat
STUDIO39
Hi everyone, @Deborah_Hayward with STUDIO39 Landscape
Architecture here.n #aiachat
ABoimila
Andrew here. Architecture grad student here working for Cube 3
Studio from Boston #aiachat
TROJungBrannen Ready for #aiachat, I'm Neil Silva w/ TRO Jung|Brannen based in
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Boston
Andrew Hawkins. Owner/Architect of Hawkins Architecture in Texas.
May be doing more lurking today than tweeting. Busy. Busy. #aiachat
Andrew, sole practicioner in NJ #aiachat
Really good topic today #aiachat -- we're excited...
Glad to see everyone here. Welcome! I’m @arwilson87 on
@aianational’s Emerging Professionals team, moderating for
@sybil_b. #aiachat
Hi, everyone, this is Robert Ivy. It's a pretty day in Washington and
I'm ready to talk. #aiachat
@AIANational #aiachat hi I am an architect from India
We’re chatting about design & building security today. We’re thrilled to
have AIA CEO @robertivy joining us, too. #aiachat
I have to do some reminders (and pointers for anyone new)... #
aiachat
#aiachat getting underway w/ @robertivy
Remember to use the hashtag #aiachat and number your
tweets/responses w/question number, e.g., Q1, etc when you're
chatting. #aiachat
RT @AIANational: We’re chatting about design & building security
today. We’re thrilled to have AIA CEO @robertivy joining us, too. #
aiachat
RT @AIANational: We’re chatting about design & building security
today. We’re thrilled to have AIA CEO @robertivy joining us, too. #
aiachat
RT @AIANational: We’re chatting about design & building security
today. We’re thrilled to have AIA CEO @robertivy joining us, too. #
aiachat
You also might want to bookmark this page for transcripts and future
topics: http://t.co/fVYrX4hQ #aiachat
RT @GinaRavosa: #aiachat getting underway w/ @robertivy
@arwilson87 @AIANational thanks for moderating today's #aiachat.
Looking forward to @robertivy participating!
And here we go . . . Architecture has changed since 9/11. Consider
this slideshow: http://t.co/5kqHUg5F #aiachat #aiachat
#aiachat @chattanoogaarch here. Busy at the moment. May do
more following today.
RT @AIANational: We’re chatting about design & building security
today. We’re thrilled to have AIA CEO @robertivy joining us, #aiachat
RT @AIANational: And here we go . . . Architecture has changed
since 9/11. Consider this slideshow: http://t.co/5kqHUg5F #aiachat #
aiachat
RT @AIANational: We’ll be ready to rock ‘n roll with @robertivy on
building security in about 10 mins. http://t.co/fVYrX4hQ RT if you’re
joining us. #aiachat
RT @AIANational: And here we go . . . Architecture has changed
since 9/11. Consider this slideshow: http://t.co/5kqHUg5F #aiachat #
aiachat
Ready to hear what everyone has to say about design & security in
today's #aiachat with @robertyivy
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AIANational

#aiachat Hellouu
Q1 How has your life and the architecture practice changed since
9/11? #aiachat
Not just for architects: Architecture has changed since 9/11 - see
slideshow: http://t.co/7j6N86LF #aiachat
RT @BNIM: Ready to hear what everyone has to say about design &
security in todays #aiachat with @robertyivy #aiachat
RT @AIANational: And here we go . . . Architecture has changed
since 9/11. Consider this slideshow: http://t.co/5kqHUg5F #aiachat #
aiachat
RT @nextmoon: Not just for architects: Architecture has changed
since 9/11 - see slideshow: http://t.co/CV6SPGkW #aiachat
Q1 As an eyewitness, seven blocks away when the towers fell, that
day is burned indelibly in my memory. I'll never be the same. #
aiachat
Q1, in previous firms, lots more clandestine terrorist-proofing of
entries #aiachat
Checking in on today's #aiachat RT @RitaSaikali: Hi all. Rita here,
designer at HMC Architects, avid @ArchforHumanity advocate. #
aiachat
A1: My life has change profoundly since 9/11, hard to describe in 140
characters. A whole paradigm shift that's still unfolding... #aiachat
Impacts everyone RT @NextMoon: Not just for architects:
Architecture has changed since 9/11 - see slideshow:
http://t.co/SWeZR7Mp #aiachat
#aiachat the World is not the same ever since. It was Raped!. Lost of
innocence among people!
.@AIANational Q1: One of the biggest changes has been in travel –
more difficult to fly; more opp to use virtual tech. #aiachat
RT @alberto_llorens: #aiachat the World is not the same ever since.
It was Raped!. Lost of innocence among people! #aiachat
#aiachat Q1: People also more concerned about their families & their
own well-being. Realization that life is short.
Q1 I was still in school and I remember the day so vividly. Became a
part of my development that stuck with me and my peers. #aiachat
#aiachat Q1 - interested to see responses to this -- how do you think
the profession has changed?
Q1 #aiachat I visited th capitol in DC in th 70's by just walking in.
Can't do that now. Society has lost some freedom.
Q1 Architectural observation: stairs became important immediately.
How do you egress a tall building? #aiachat
RT @AIANational: And here we go . . . Architecture has changed
since 9/11. Consider this slideshow: http://t.co/5kqHUg5F #aiachat #
aiachat
RT @NextMoon .@AIANational Q1: One big change has been in
travel – more difficult to fly; more opp to use virtual tech. #aiachat #
aiachat
Q1, I think people are more aware of building structures. Exp: people
are aware terrorists will target supporting columns. #aiachat
RT @CannonDesign: Q1 - interested to see responses to this -- how
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do you think the profession has changed? #aiachat
Q1 - I was too young to see it before hand. These things are standard
for me #aiachat
Q1: Personally, I think that 9/11 was a major factor in success of
social networking. People needed to connect w/ others. #aiachat
RT @AIANational: RT @CannonDesign: Q1 - interested to see
responses to this -- how do you think the profession has changed? #
aiachat
Q1. Overall more vigilant. Think differently about methods/means of
design, use/impact etc. #aiachat
@AIANational Q1: Building design & security now must address the
public realm around buildings in our cities and communities. #aiachat
Q1 #aiachat @robertivy Stairs for egress. Also secure entries. Look
@ entry to White House now vs pre 911.
Q1 We've all become a little bit more cautious since 9/11. Many are
still adjusting to heightened security in many facets of life. #aiachat
Great point. That leads us to our next ?: RT @ABoimila Q1 - I was too
young to see it before hand. These things are standard for me #
aiachat
#aiachat Designing and Building bigger houses!
Q2 What about the Millennials? What has your education and/or
internships, etc., alluded to in regards to designing for security? #
aiachat
Q1 We have debated whether sensitive buildings should remain in
heavily populated downtowns, and voted to stay. #aiachat
Q1 con't. Experiencing war first hand, this event caused Americans to
value community/safety/vigilance, taken for granted before. #aiachat
Q1: Re changes in professional practice, technology has had huge
effect, but greater need for communication, collaboration. #aiachat
Q1 - #aiachat -- have to think the growth of emergency planning is a
big change...
MT @RitaSaikali: Q1 Exp'ing war first hand, 9/11 caused Americans
to value community/safety/vigilance, taken for granted before. #
aiachat
Q2, Multiple support systems within a building as well as traffic
circulation are now more important than ever. #aiachat
Sorry we're rolling in late! Water Studio in CA here... dropping in to
learn a bit about today's #aiachat topic!! #eavesdropping
Q2 While not a Millennial, I'm currently in school. We're taught
designing for security as we are ADA codes-within the process #
aiachat
@waterstudio glad to have you with us. #aiachat
Yes, proactive planning RT @CannonDesign: Q1 - have to think the
growth of emergency planning is a big change... #aiachat
Q2: Education didn't provide much along the lines of security (besides
fire protection concerns). Internship has a little #aiachat
I've been through 3 professional degree programs and none of which
have really stressed education around security in design #aiachat
Welcome @waterstudio! Good to have you. Hope your experience
today is educational! #aiachat
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At AIA NOLA convention this past spring, I was amazed by all the
new US consulate buildings paid for by the US govt in past 10 yrs #
aiachat
Yep RT @RitaSaikali: Yes, proactive planning RT @CannonDesign:
Q1 - have to think the growth of emergency planning is a big change.
#aiachat
Q3 What about clients -- most common security measures they ask
for? i.e. site security, bldg envelope, CCTV, access controls, etc. #
aiachat
Yet , @phi162, some would argue that the new WT1 building is a
bunker... I have not seen it in person. I support heightnd security. #
aiachat
Q1: Although @TROJungbrannen security becomes of importance for
many of the healthcare projects being completed #aiachat
What kind of buildings would require security as a crucial design
element and to what level. All buildings cannot be secured. #aiachat
in re #aiachat MT @kimmelman: At Zuccotti park protest. Place
matters: literally common ground for finding shared interests + making
society
Q3: Security measures to move from one location to another within a
building is often stressed #aiachat
Q3 Clients are debating and weighing risk. You have to judge the
value of security systems and siting. #aiachat
RT @shamit: What kind of buildings require security as a crucial
design element & to what level? Not all buildg's can be secured. #
aiachat
True, but I think that WT1 is a special situation. Part target, part
symbolic. @Parthenon1 #aiachat
Q3: Federal Reserve Building in Boston architectural has huge
security measures seen throughout the exterior, site planning, etc #
aiachat
Q3: Airports seem to need the most security. But what about our
ports? Seems much more difficult to secure those. #aiachat
@robertivy valid point on architectural intervention 4 security
measures; weighing the costs for value between risk and protection #
aiachat
Maria signing in #aiachat
Q4 Currently being constructed at the WTC site in NYC is the new
Freedom Tower, or Tower 1. What are your thoughts on the design? #
aiachat
@phi162 @Parthenon1 also consider location off W Side HWY; base
is bunker-like for security, rest is glass http://t.co/lSmDD9zl #aiachat
A3: I think its strange that security doesn't move as quickly as
technology, check points still use mainly hired people #aiachat
RT @AIANational: And here we go . . . Architecture has changed
since 9/11. Consider this slideshow: http://t.co/5kqHUg5F #aiachat #
aiachat
RT @AIANational: Q4 What are your thoughts on design of WTC1
(Freedom Tower)? #aiachat
@NextMoon @AIANational Q4: The design of WTC Tower 1 looks a
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RitaSaikali

bit timid compared to the new skyscrapers in Dubai and China... #
aiachat
#aiachat Q4: I can't even imagine the complexity of issues re design
of WTC1 – not just economic, but also social, cultural, emotional.
Q4 Building has tremendous symbolic potential in a large, monolithic
footprint: can any one structure carry our collective hope? #aiachat
Architecture slow evolving too RE @SkinnyLover: A3: strange
security doesn't move as quickly as tech, i.e. check points #aiachat
@robertivy That's a great point. Everyone in world is watching, so we
need to show strength, not lack of unity, lack of clarity. #aiachat
RT @hawkinsarch: Q4: WTC1 can be a symbolic structure. It has the
potential. But agree w/ @robertivy Can 1 bldg really say it all? #
aiachat
@RitaSaikali "Architecture slow evolving too." Do you mean 'slow to
evolve' or 'slowly evolving?' #aiachat
The underlying cause of all of this is terrorism. No one is going to fly
a plane into the Burj Khalifa, for example. #aiachat
#aiachat Q4 -- Freedom Tower is important, symbolic building. Few
things to compare it to.
Can it be both! ;-) @aianational: @RitaSaikali "Architecture slow
evolving too." Do you mean 'slow to evolve' or 'slowly evolving?' #
aiachat
Q5 How do you design a post-9/11 train station? A post-9/11 office
building or a school? #aiachat
@AIANational slow to evolve, much slower than speed of evolving
technology #aiachat
Agreed. Its a lot for a firm to take on! RT @cannondesign: #aiachat
Freedom Tower is important, symbolic bldg. Few things to compare it
to.
RT @AIANational: Q5 How do you design a post-9/11 train station? A
post-9/11 office building or a school? #aiachat
Could look at ancient cultures RT @CannonDesign: #aiachat Q4 -Freedom Tower is important, symbolic building. Few things to
compare it to.
@HawkinsArch @aianational True. Architecture/profession always
trying to catch up. "Hey, wait for me!" cc @jenniferrector @phi162 #
aiachat
RT @AIANational: Q5 How do you design a post-9/11 train station? A
post-9/11 office building or a school? #aiachat
@AIANational Q5 I'd like to hope the same way we did before.
Architecture cannot take the place of national security agencies. #
aiachat
Q5 K-12 Schools have taken on some increased security measures
also. But dues to other random acts of violence. Not just b/c 9-11. #
aiachat
Q5 One obvious observation: buildings require controlled entry points.
No more porous entry and exits. #aiachat
RT @AIANational: Q5 How do you design a post-9/11 train station? A
post-9/11 office building or a school? #aiachat
@yoginisd @HawkinsArch @aianational mostly reactive. There must
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be some proactive avenues to the profession to lead the way. #
aiachat
Grade building types by importance, then as per grade : build
structurally stronger, egress friendly, access controlled etc.... #
aiachat
Q5 It depends on site/use. Architects just need to be more aware of
their role in preventing threats. Doesn't mean bunker design #aiachat
@RitaSaikali @HawkinsArch @aianational Unfortunately currently no
such avenues present #aiachat
Great point. RT @Parthenon1 Q5 Wonder if security concerns we
have are diametrically opposed to addressing sustainability issues? #
aiachat
Yep! RT @ritasaikali: @yoginisd @aianational mostly reactive. There
must be some proactive avenues in profession to lead the way. #
aiachat
Q6 More now than ever before, people want to feel safe in buildings.
How do you design for psychological security? #aiachat
RT @AIANational: Great point. RT @Parthenon1 Q5 Wonder if
security concerns we have are diametrically opposed to addressing
sustainability issues? #aiachat
@yoginisd @HawkinsArch @RitaSaikali @aianational Leaders can't
wait for avenues to present, they forge them and say "follow me." #
aiachat
RT @phi162: @yoginisd @HawkinsArch @RitaSaikali @aianational
Leaders cant wait 4 avenues 2present they forge them &say "follow
me." #aiachat
Proactive attitude helps make the big decisions: do we stay
downtown? if so, how? How can we balance risk with design
decisions? #aiachat
@AIANational Q^: Re: Psychological security, this depends on the
society at large.How do people behave in public?Out of our control #
aiachat
True; innovation must start somewhere! RT @phi162 Leaders can't
wait for avenues to present, they forge them and say "follow me." #
aiachat
@AIANational In interiors, 'family restroom' embraces cultural shift w
design. Family spans all sexes + ages / reflects end users. #aiachat
WOW@yoginisd @HawkinsArch @RitaSaikali @aianational Leaders
can't wait for avenues to present, they forge them and say "follow
me." #aiachat
@AIANational In the book The Owner's Dilemma, the authors write
about the key role clients play in all of this.They are in the lead #
aiachat
RT @AIANational: True; innovation must start somewhere! RT
@phi162 Leaders can't wait for avenues to present, they forge them
and say "follow me." #aiachat
@Parthenon1 Isn't a role of the architect to design environments that
ultimately influence "how people behave in public?" #aiachat
That's why we are here now! Paving new ground for our profession!
Leaders! @parthenon1 @phi162 @yoginisd @RitaSaikali
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@aianational #aiachat
DinoMarcantonio @AIANational Q6 Maximize egress options, minimize building
heights. People want to feel that they can escape at a moment's
notice. #aiachat
Parthenon1
Clients make decisions based on cost. Money is the bottom line. Is
this level of security we're aluding to affordable, effective? #aiachat
AIANational
Q7 Can you reconcile the needs of functionality with sustainability,
while still maintaining safety? #aiachat
midcenturymiss
@AIANational Concept of gender needs must be reevaluates as well
as respect for aging population in universal design in all levels #
AIAchat
Arank007
RT @AIANational: Q7 Can you reconcile the needs of functionality
with sustainability, while still maintaining safety? #aiachat
Parthenon1
@AIANational Yes, of course. But I'm saying that we cannot design
for every circumstance. The socio-political-economy trumps us. #
aiachat
mrnnyrk
RT @AIANational: True; innovation must start somewhere! RT
@phi162 Leaders can't wait for avenues to present, they forge them
and say "follow me." #aiachat
DinoMarcantonio @AIANational Q7 The safest building has few storeys and lots of
exits. Very functional and sustainable as construction is simple. #
aiachat
phi162
Q7 They don't have to be in conflict. Security is another condition
along with climate, energy use, etc. #aiachat
RitaSaikali
We must do it. @Parthenon1 @phi162: @yoginisd @HawkinsArch
@RitaSaikali @aianational #aiachat
waterstudio
Bit of a departure from our typ chats, grateful 4 info gleaned from #
aiachat. Imp 2 remember checks&balances in 2day's world of
arch/design.
Parthenon1
Case in point about our role: Does anyone think that the design of the
WTC towers contributed to the 9/11 terrorist attacks? #aiachat
AIANational
Q8 Can anyone think of a particular building that shows how the
events of 9/11 has or has not changed architecture? #aiachat
Parthenon1
Q8: What springs to mind immediately are malls, banks, grocery
stores. About the only difference- no trash receptacles at entrance #
aiachat
RitaSaikali
RT @HawkinsArch That's why we're here now! Paving new ground
for our profession Leaders! @parthenon1 @phi162 @yoginisd
@aianational #aiachat
censorednewsnow RT @AIANational: Q8 Can anyone think of a particular building that
shows how the events of 9/11 has or has not changed architecture? #
aiachat
AIANational
Did you see submissions & winner of Pres. Park South Design
Comp? http://t.co/opQC2Ggp Great example of security in design. #
aiachat
Parthenon1
Q8: I take security very seriously. I have not noticed many changes, if
any, even in large public venues like at stadiums.Have you? #aiachat
robertivy
Q8 Walk into any airport or office lobby. Tall buildings have retrofitted
with bunker mentality; airports scrambled to screen. #aiachat
Parthenon1
Q8: On the other hand, I have seen a lot more security personnel and
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police officers at certain public events. This is a good thing #aiachat
RT @AIANational: Did you see submissions & winner of Pres. Park
South Design Comp? http://t.co/opQC2Ggp Great example of security
in design. #aiachat
@Parthenon1 The Linc in Philly has large concrete planters spaces
along the street to prevent cars, but allow people. Subtle #aiachat
Q9 Are there ways to integrate security w/design excellence so it's
transparent, not obtrusive? Bldgs successful in doing so? #aiachat
Q9 #aiachat Funny thought. This ques reminds me of zoos where
invisible natural design elements are used to separate animals from
visitors.
RT @robertivy: Hi, everyone, this is Robert Ivy. It's a pretty day in
Washington and I'm ready to talk. #aiachat
Have norms changed for egress, structural stability etc. post 9/11.
Unless standards change, compliance would be minimal #aiachat
Q9 7World Trade Center does a good job, with sunken plaza, art as
bollards, sleek interior. Guards, human element, affect feelings. #
aiachat
@AIANational #aiachat the new embassy in London by Kieran
Timberlake. Masterful use of security conscious design elements as
landscape.
Q9: Here's a link that shows all the new embassies the US has
recently built overseas. http://t.co/UrbiN0TH #Security #aiachat
tuning in (remote) to #aiachat
RT @robertivy: Q9 7World Trade Center does a good job, with
sunken plaza, art as bollards, sleek interior. Guards, human element,
affect feelings. #aiachat
Need governments to embrace idea that security & design go
hand-in-hand, as US State Dept (finally) has ... http://t.co/birav4qe #
aiachat
Q9 #aiachat Seriously, @robertivy, sunken plazas, art as bollards.
These are invisible natural design elements.
RT @Parthenon1: Q9: Here's a link that shows all the new embassies
the US has recently built overseas. http://t.co/UrbiN0TH #Security #
aiachat
RT @aialobbyist: Need governments to embrace idea that security &
design go hand-in-hand, as US State Dept (finally) has ...
http://t.co/birav4qe #aiachat
Q10 And finally, what did we--as a profession--learn from the events
of 9/11? #aiachat
@robertivy #aiachat many more examples are being integrated into
streetscape and urban landscape features, less in the buildings
themselves.
RT @AIANational: Q10 And finally, what did we--as a
profession--learn from the events of 9/11? #aiachat
Q10: I think we're still learning many lessons. One is that we must
create our own resilience and prepare for the unexpected inlife #
aiachat
Q9 The successful integration of security elements should be the
definition of design excellence. That & how well it engages people #
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aiachat
@robertivy #aiachat in NYC Rogers Marvels designing new line of
streetscape "defensible" elements. In Berlin, the Sony Center does it
well.
Q10 In a way, we grew up. We learned something about limits, and
the need for awareness, and human resolve. #aiachat
@Parthenon1 thx 4 the link. "Q9: Here's a link on all the new US
embassies recently built overseas. state.gov/obo/ #Security #aiachat
Q9 #aiachat My earlier comment was in agreement with @robertivy.
Security design should become more natural in each project.
@abbyndesign You're welcome! #aiachat
We’ve reached the end of today’s chat; seems like it just started! This
has been a great convo. #aiachat
Thanks to @robertivy for joining us! #aiachat
@Parthenon1 - worked on several embassies until early 2002, while
at SmithGroup #aiachat n(Hi also to @mike_kohn & all)
To our regular chat tweeps, as well as those joining us for the first
time today, thanks for taking time to chat w/ us today. #aiachat
@AIANational #aiachat The profession still reacts. Instead we should
be proactive and lead the discussion, change, and implementation.
Loved the chat with all of you. I'll be back. Let's think of another topic
together. #aiachat
Q10: Here's another link that might be helpful, relevant:
http://t.co/uB9KwxHO #aiachat
Be sure to join us next month. Let’s chat about money--architects’
compensation--on Wed Nov. 2 at 2 pm ET. See you then? #aiachat
RT @robertivy: Loved the chat with all of you. Ill be back. Lets think
of another topic together. #aiachat
RT @NextMoon: Not just for architects: Architecture has changed
since 9/11 - see slideshow: http://t.co/7j6N86LF #aiachat
Thank you for leading the discussion today @robertivy and
@aianational. Looking forward to talking about compensation. #
aiachat
RT @aianational: Be sure to join #aiachat next month. Let’s chat
about money-architects’ compensation-11/02/11 at 2 pm ET. <--I'll be
there
Reposting link to General Services Administration. Earlier link
seemed to not work: http://t.co/uB9KwxHO #aiachat
@chattanoogaarch @cesararturovas agreed- I worked on a defense
bldg- primarily landscape coordin, soon after 9/11 #aiachat
n@robertivy
Thank you @AIANational, @robertivy and @arwilson87 for a great #
aiachat today! I had fun peeking in from the sidelines:-)
RT @AIANational: Great point. RT @Parthenon1 Q5 Wonder if
security concerns we have are diametrically opposed to addressing
sustainability issues? #aiachat
Thanks all the architweeps for the interesting chat today. Sorry I was
a sporadic participant. See you next month! #aiachat
Sorry had to cut out! Can't wait for next month. RT @AIANational:
Join us next month to chat about compensation--on 11/2 at 2 EST. #
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aiachat
RT @AIANational: Join us next month to chat about
compensation--on 11/2 at 2 EST. #aiachat (via @mike_kohn)
So grateful for the opportunity to have hosted #aiachat today! It was a
huge success. Thanks to all who joined us! @AIANational
RT @AIANational: True; innovation must start somewhere! RT
@phi162 Leaders can't wait for avenues to present, they forge them
and say "follow me." #aiachat
oooh. Good one. RT @NextMoon RT @AIANational: Join us next
month to chat about compensation--on 11/2 at 2 EST. #aiachat (via
@mike_kohn)
RT @theInSB: oooh. Good one. RT @NextMoon RT @AIANational:
Join us next month to chat about compensation--on 11/2 at 2 EST. #
aiachat
RT @tcpg: RT @theInSB: oooh. Good one. RT @NextMoon RT
@AIANational: Join us next month to chat about compensation--on
11/2 at 2 EST. #aiachat
Not just for architects: #Architecture has changed since #9/11 - see
slideshow: http://t.co/ym9bWIqM #aiachat RT @EBArchDesign
@NextMoon
RT @AIANational Be sure to join us next month. Let’s chat about
money--architects’ compensation--on Wed Nov. 2 at 2 pm ET.n#
aiachat

